WS-Notifications
Meeting Minutes 11-Sep-2006
Attendance: Taken, details on web
Scribe: Peter Niblett
Approval of minutes from July 31 [1]: approved w/o objection (after waiting for a quorum to be achieved). Proposed Peter, seconded William. Peter expressed thanks to John Fuller for taking the minutes.
Action Item Status
AI number 8 [2] covered later in the agenda
Status of BaseN, BrokeredN, Topics specs
Committee specs now submitted to OASIS [3]. Peter thanked everyone for their contributions over the last two years.

INFOD
Feedback from Peter posted to group list [4]. Members encouraged to add any additional comments, or suggest modifications. Default will be for Susan Malaika to forward comments to the INFOD group.
   
Transformation Policy   

Discussion of William's proposal at [5] and AI 8 ("William to write up simple subsetting dialect proposal"). 

Subsetting meant a transform language that would be guaranteed to produce something that was a subset of the original message. 

Agreed that the idea of subsetting the original message was not an end in itself, but was a common thing that people might want to do. There were two reasons that had motivated this Action Item:

i) Security concern that XSLT could allow a malicious subscriber to modify the notification message in ways which the NotificationProducer would not be happy with (and even trick the producer into signing it). A transformation language that merely subsetted the original message would help mitigate this risk.
William pointed out that his original proposal had a wrapper that indicates that the message has been transformed, so the NP could dissociate itself from the result. Also subsetting isn't a guarantee that the NP would be happy with the result - people can always be "quoted out of context".
We agreed that the security concern would be addressed by the wrapper, and this wasn't a reason for restricting transformations to being subsets.

ii) Complexity of XSLT implementation. 
While XSLT allows you to do arbitrary transformations, it's more powerful than many people will want, and thus poses a burden to implementers (and it’s also something extra for the person programming the subscriber to cope with). XPATH would be simpler to use, but the difficulty here is that the way that XPATH serializes nodesets is not very useful. We agreed the following
- The main use case is for people to use XPATH to pick one element, or possibly multiple elements, from the original message and the serialization should cover that. 
- We do not need to worry about allowing people to pick attributes or text nodes without their containing elements - we can say that you should use XSLT if you want to do that kind of thing
William agreed to modify his proposal to allow both XSLT and XPATH and to define a serialization that handles these common cases. The two tests for this are:
a) can this serialization be expressed in a simple way in the spec?
b) is it sufficient to meet the 80% common use cases?

Message Rate Policy   
Discussion of Matt's proposal at [6], in particular his 3 questions:

* Is that the correct interpretation of sustained and burst?
After discussion agreed that sustained should be expressed as a "long-term" average rate, and this was the main thing that people would want to set. It’s really an undertaking by (or on behalf of) the consumer that it will be able to keep up providing that messages don't consistently average an arrival rate that is higher than this value. The burst value is there as additional advice to the producer so that it doesn't attempt (say) to deliver a whole hour's worth of messages in 1 ms. Would expect users to set either just Sustained or a combination of Sustained and Burst.
* Implementing a burst rate producer isn't trivial - to do a proper job you have to consider a sliding window rather than a fixed time slice.
Agreed that burst would be best expressed as a minimum interval between successive messages - i.e. the rate at which arriving messages could be put onto a queue at the consumer. The other metric we considered, in effect the maximum size of this queue at the consumer, could be deferred for now (and added in the future if we discover it is needed).
* Is the scaling appropriate? Are people going to want a burst rate of 20 messages every 10 seconds, or is that close enough to 2 messages every second?
This specific problem goes away if we make burst rate an interval between messages, however we still need to decide the units. Agreed that the units will always be seconds-1 (sustained rate) or seconds (burst rate replacement) and that the elements would be allowed to take non-integer values.

Adjourned: 1200 CST.
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